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Abstract 
Tensor product surface reconstruction from a cloud of points requires a parameterization. In most cases 
the cloud is structured as a regular grid of points. Then we can apply some methods used for curve 
parameterization. When the cloud has no privileged direction or in case of scattered data, these methods 
become inappropriate. In this case, we use a powerful mathematical tool (conformal mapping) to define 
a one-to-one transformation between the parameter space and the inside of a contour inferred from the 
cloud of points. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Fitting CAD-based surfaces to 3D data, while respecting surface characteristics, necessitates the segmen
tation of the range data. Each subdivision is then approximated using CAD-based formalisms respecting 
:t given error bound. To approximate the surface model of each region, it is necessary to parameterize the 
surface to be reconstructed by giving two values, u; and v; to each point within the region. 

c;enerally it is possible to use classical techniques of surface parameterization and obtain 'acceptable" 
results. For this, the re-sampling method is used in order to obtain a regular grid of points from the initial 
range data. Once the regular grid obtained, the well known chord length method can be easily used. 

When the shape of the enclosing contour becomes complex, or when there is no structure in the provided 
data points (an overlapping situation, resulting from several data-captures to cover all shadow zones, for 
example) some difficulties may arise with the re-sampling method. Thus, in these cases, we prefer to use 
new methods derived from the conformal mapping. 

In this paper. this new approach is presented and the advantages and the drawbacks of the proposed 
method are studied. 

2 PARAMETRIC MODEL 

Let's take a curve C in the space IR2 . One can represent this curve in three different forms : explicit form, 
Implicit form and parametric form. 

The parametric form is composed of two explicit equations, each defining a function. In both cases, the 
domain of definition is the same. Thus, generally one can write : 

It : t 
h :t 

--t X = ft(t) 

--t y = h(t) 

( 1) 

(2) 

If one assigns to each Xo = /!(to) the value of Yo = h (to) , a mapping of the values of /1 on the values 
of h is obtained. It is evident that this mapping can be defined in too many ways; it is this freedom of 
choice that we explore in this paper. 

If the function y = f( x) is represented by two different functions: x = /! ( t) and y = h ( t), the variable 
t is called a parameter. By means of such a parametric representation, an implicit relationship between 
.£ and y can be represented with the help of two explicit functions. The only required condition is the 
uniqueness of the domain of definition of h and /2. 

3 RECONSTRUCTION OF PARAMETRIC SURFACES 

3.1 Surface theory 

We have seen that a parametric curve is represented by h and h both functions of a parameter t. A 
parametric surface S(u, v) needs two parameters (u, v) belonging to a parameterization domain II". Similar 
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to the case of curves, the parameters of a surface can be chosen arbitrarily. For example instead of u and 
v one can choose r and s in a domain Q, if there exists a one-to-one transformation defined by (8] 

r = r(u, L") 

= s(u. v) 

such that : 

3.2 General ideas 

The parameterization of surfaces necessitates the definition of three concepts : 

1. Regular grid concept : the neighborhood relationship of a point is defined according to its position in 
the grid. One point may have 2, 3 or 4 neighbors. 

2. Non structured data concept : the neighborhood relationship is partially or completely unknown. 
3. Joint face concept : a plane on which the projection of the surface is bijective and continuous. 

3.3 Classical parameterization methods 

Authors that have proposed parameterization methods for regular grid of points include Hoschek (1]. He 
proposes an optimal approximation algorithm for curves that can be easily generalized for surface pa
rameterization. Other authors apply simply an extension of the existing curve parameterization methods 
(uniform, chord length, ... ). See (7] for more references. 

In the case of a non-structured cloud of points, some state-of-the-art systems have adopted models 
other than tensor product models. For example, some data capture systems allow the use of clouds of 
points partially structured on stripes. 

The stripe structure has been exploited in the ESPRIT Project 6911 to generate a regular grid of points, 
using re-sampling techniques (4]. The principle is to model stripes by parametric equations function oft 
and to evaluate this equation at regular intervals oft. 

Once a regular grid is obtained, surface reconstruction can be achieved using one of the classical 
parameterization methods given above. Other types of non-structured data point clouds can be imagined, 
e.g. points that are captured randomly on an unknown surface. Such types of non-structured clouds 
can, for example. be generated by an "intelligent" digitizing system that captures variable density data, 
depending on the local curvature of the zones to be digitized. 

Obviously, it is then impossible to use the classical methods of parameterization, based on the notions of 
neighborhood relationships and the direction of parameterization. When there is no privileged orientation 
and data structure, we propose a tool ensuring the properties of neighborhood : conformal mapping. 

4 PARAMETERIZATION BY CONFORMAL MAPPING 

Given a cloud GN of data points p;, i = 1, .. N captured randomly on an unknown surfaceS, we wish to 
reconstruct this surface in terms of an approximation surface sN. The parameterization problem for this 
surface reconstruction is essentially the definition of a function f such that (see figure 1) : 
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u=! 

'"' 
Figure 1 Surface parameterization problem. 

p; -+ f(p;)=(u;,v;)lfi=l, .. ,N. 

(4) 

We should specify that the surface model to be reconstructed is a tensor product and that the pa
rameterization space !P', is the unit square. The function f, defined in ( 4), allows to pass from a 3D 
space to a 2D space. That is why this function is defined as the composition of a projection by a planar 
deformation : 

(5) 

where g is a simple projection on the joint face of the cloud and h is the main parameterization function. 
rl is a planar domain, probably non convex, extracted from the projection of the cloud GN on its joint 
face. 

Two possible definitions of Q induce two parameterization methods: bounding box and bounding contour 
(see figure 2). 

The first method does not present any particular difficulties. It will be used as ·reference' method for 
comparison. However the boundmg contour presents two difficulties : 

• definition of n 
e definition of the h parameterization function. 

Here Q represents the projection of the boundary of the patch to be reconstructed on the joint face. 
This boundary can be imagined as the result of the segmentation process or an interactive 3D contour 
definition. 
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BOUNDING BOX BOUNDING CONTOUR 

Figure 2 Bounding box and bounding contour methods. 

If the 3D boundary is not explicitly defined, rl can be deduced from the calculation of the outer contour 
of the points within the 3D contour projected on the joint face (a-shape). 

4.1 notion of a-shape 

Define 

• a E IR+ 
e axy the complement in JR2 of the disc of radius a, with its center at (x, y) such that DN C axy 

Then rl can be defined as (see figure 3) 

rl = n axy 

ir.y)EIR2 

The problem of searching an a-shape has been treated by using Vorono·i diagrams [5]. Herbert et al. 
[6] have developed an optimal algorithm by Delaunay triangulation. 
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0 

(a) (b) (C) (d) 

Figure 3 Process of construction of the r! contour : 
(a) cloud of points DN and discs of radius a ; 
(b) set of discs defining the a-hull ; 
(c) definition of a-extreme vertices ; 
(d) definition of the a-shape n. 

4.2 Parameterization function h 

The function h maps the domain r! into the inner of the unit square. It has to admit the conditions of 
composition of parameterization function already given in the section 3.1 It should especially possess the 
following properties : 

e being bijective 
e being analytic 
• satisfying J(h, x) "# 0 ':fx En where J(h, x) is the Jacobian of h in X. 

4.3 Solution h = conformal mapping 

A conformal mapping h on a domain r! of the plane is an analytic function that preserves angles. It is 
differentiable, with non zero derivatives except at critical points, and bijective. Therefore, it can be a 
parameterization function, according to the criteria of the section 3.1. 

Existence and uniqueness of a conformal mapping 
The theorem of Riemann constitutes the theoretical support of our method. The theorem of Schwarz
Christoffel is its numerical support (see [7]). 

Theorem 1 {Riemann's theorem) Let 
n be a simply connected domain in C 
a be one point inside n 
Q be a real number. 
There is one and only one analytic function f that satisfies : 
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f(a) = 0, 

arg J'(a) = ¢ 

and that maps ll onto the unit disc. 

QS·-c 
Figure 4 Riemann's theo
rem. 

Theorem 2 of Schwarz-Christoffel. Let !1 be a polygonal domain (see figure 5). Any conformal 
mapping function, mapping the unit disc into !1 can be written as : 

l z k=n ( )-ih 
w(z) =We+ C IT 1- !.._ dr 

0 k=i Zk 

where (figure 5) : 
We is the image of the center of the circle 
C is a scaling and orientation constant 
Jk is the exterior angle (in multiples of 1r, fh E IR) of the polygon at point Pk 
:::k is the image of Pk on the unit circle 

O~~r ''"' ---------- 'fc 

k•llt 

Pk 1\!t P~.o1 

W piM 

Figure 5 Schwarz-Christoffel theorem. 

The proofs of the theorems of Riemann and schwarz-Christoffel can be found in [9]. 

Theorem of Schwarz- Christoffel for the parameterization 
We use the theorem of Schwarz-Christoffel {figure 6) once to map ll into the unit disc (w[ 1). Then we 
use it to map the unit disc into the parameterization space ( w2). The necessary transformation for the 
parameterization is therefore defined by W3 = w2 o wj 1. Obviously this double mapping is constrained by 
the choice of four privileged vertices (the four vertices of the patch, calculated during the segmentation 
process or chosen manually) on the contour ll. These vertices are mapped into four corners of the unit 
square. 
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CD~n .. ·····~· 
P, P, 

'tJ" 
(0. 0) (I. 0) 

Figure 6 Double conformal mapping for the parameterization. 

5 APPLICATION 

5.1 Example 

We have chosen one concrete example to illustrate the two reconstruction methods (figure 7) :a cloud of 
points digitized on a moulded part. 

5.2 Advantages and limits 

The topological requirements of tensor product patches (with rectangular topology) are restrictive. They 
cause important visual information (the form of the outer contour) to be lost. The patch reconstructed 
by the bounding box method (figure 7-d) is a perfect illustration. In this case, an important part of the 
reconstructed patch is 'far" from all the points of the initial cloud. The parameterization by conformal 
mapping provides a means to preserve this information (figure 7- e). 

The calculation shows that the approximation error is almost the same for the two parameterization 
methods. 

Note: 

In some cases, the behavior of the patch result may be in self intersection (see [7]). This a direct 
consequence of the crowding phenomenon that can appear in these cases. Authors [2], [3] and [9] have 
worked on the numerical calculation of conformal mapping and remarked the crowding phenomenon. 
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(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Figure 7 (a) represent the digitized points on a moulded part; (b) and (c) shows the result 
of the parameterization using bounding boz and bounding contour methods; (d) and (e) are 
the reconstructed patches. 

6 CONCLUSION 

The conformal mapping permitted us to parameterize tensor product surfaces without any convexity 
constraint on the contour of the patch to be reconstructed. In this process the range data can be a 
scattered data or a structured one. Especially, when the range data is segmented into homogeneous 
zones; each zone having a closed but possibly non convex contour, and having a rectangular topology can 
be easily reconstructed using CAD-based modelling techniques. 
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